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ABSTRACT: 

The engine block is the linchpin of vehicles that run 

on internal combustion, providing the powerhouse for 

the vehicle. It is called a "block" because it is usually a 

solid cast car part, housing the cylinders and their 

components inside a cooled and lubricated crankcase. 

This part is designed to be extremely strong and 

sturdy, because its failure results in failure of the car, 

which will not function until the engine block is 

replaced or repaired. Cooling system plays important 

roles to control the temperature of car’s engine. One of 

the important elements in the car cooling system is 

cooling fluid. The usage of wrong cooling fluid can 

give negatives impact to the car’s engine and shorten 

engine life. An efficient cooling system can prevent 

engine from overheating and assists the vehicle 

running at its optimal performance. This thesis was 

conducted to study the effectiveness of various types 

cooling agent in the vehicle cooling system which will 

influence the operation time of the engine block 

mainly cylinder in the light vehicle cooling systems. 

Three main types of fluids were used in this study, 

which are 1. water, 2.Ethylene , 3. Distilled water with 

Tio2 Nano fluid. Thermal analysis is done on the 

cylinder by varying the materials Aluminum alloy 

7075-T6. Modeling is done in SOLIDWORKS and 

analysis is done in SOLIDWORKS SIMULATION. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION TO COOLING 

SYSTEMS IN VEHICLES 

 

Although gasoline engines have improved a lot, they 

are still not very efficient at turning chemical energy 

into mechanical power.  

 

 

Most of the energy in the gasoline (perhaps 70%) is 

converted into heat, and it is the job of the cooling 

system to take care of that heat. [Leong, 2010]In fact, 

the cooling system on a car driving down the freeway 

dissipates enough heat to heat two average-sized 

houses! The primary job of the cooling system is to 

keep the engine from overheating by transferring this 

heat to the air, but the cooling system also has several 

other important jobs [Nice, 2012].The engine in your 

car runs best at a fairly high temperature. When the 

engine is cold, components wear out faster, and the 

engine is less efficient and emits more pollution. So 

another important job of the cooling system is to allow 

the engine to heat up as quickly as possible, and then 

to keep the engine at a constant temperature. 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY: 

Different Fluids and Its’ Impact Towards Car Cooling 

System This study was conducted to study the 

effectiveness of various types cooling agent in the 

vehicle cooling system which will influence the 

operation time of the radiator fan in the light vehicle 

cooling systems. Cooling system plays important roles 

to control the temperature of car’s engine. One of the 

important elements in the car cooling system is cooling 

fluid. The usage of wrong cooling fluid can give 

negatives impact to the car’s engine and shorten 

engine life. An efficient cooling system can prevent 

engine from overheating and assists the vehicle 

running at its optimal performance. A simple model 

that consist car’s cooling system components was 

design for this study. Two main type of fluid were 

used in this study, which are fluid with coolant and 

fluid without coolant[Pang, 2011]. This study used the 

fan operating time and temperature as a determinant to 

review the effectiveness of cooling agent.  

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-internal-combustion.htm
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-crankcase.htm
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Results showed that treated tap water is the most 

effective liquid without coolant. Meanwhile, for the 

liquid with coolant, we recommend the mixture of 

60% long life coolant with 40% distilled water. It also 

proves that liquids containing coolant not necessary an 

effective cooling agent.  

 

Heat Transfer Calculations 

The overall heat transfer coefficient for a wall or heat 

exchanger can be calculated as: 

1 / U A = L / k A + 1 / hA (1) 

Where 

U = the overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) 

A = the contact area for each fluid side (m2) 

k = the thermal conductivity of the material(W/mK) 

h = the individual convection heat transfer coefficient 

for each fluid (W/m2K) 

L= the wall thickness (m) 

The thermal conductivity - k - for some typical 

materials (varies with temperature) 

Alloy Cast Iron : 53.3 W/mK 

Aluminum 6061: 205 - 250 W/mK 

Aluminum7475 : 138 W/mK 

More about conductive Heat Transfer 

Thermal Conductivity for Several Materials The 

convection heat transfer coefficient - h - 

depends on 

The type of fluid - gas or liquid 

The flow properties such as velocity 

Other flow and temperature dependent properties 

Heat transfer coefficient for some common fluids: 

Distilled Water: 10 000 W/m2K 

Distilled water with Ethylene Glycol: 350 W/m2K 

Tio2 Nano fluid: 874W/m2k 

II. PROPERTY MANAGER IN FEATURE 

MANAGER DESIGN TREE : 

The Property Manager is a means to set properties and 

other options for many Solid Works commands. The 

Property Manager appears on the Property Manager  

tab in the panel to the left of the graphics area. It 

opens when you select entities or commands defined in 

the Property Manager.  

MODELING OF ENGINE BLOCK 

 

Figure: Diameter of engine block 

 

Figurre:Extrusion of block 

 

Figure: Different views of engine block 

CFD ANALYSIS OF ENGINE BLOCK BY 

APPLYING ALUMINIUM ALLOY 7075-T6 

USING DISTILLED WATER AS FLUID. 

 

Figure: Internal analysis 

 

Figure: water as fluid 
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Figure: Aluminium alloy 7075-T6 as material 

 

Fgiure: Initial conditions 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: 

 

Figure: Inlet mass flow rate of 0.005kg/s with room 

temperature coolant . 

 

Figure: Environmental pressure as outside 

INSERING GOALS: 

Inserting global goals as Heat flux, Temperature of 

solid & Temperature of fluid. 

 

Figure: Inserting global goals 

RUNNING THE FLOW SIMULATION: 

 

RESULTS:

 

Figure: Global goal results 

 

Figure: Tempertaure of solid(engine block) 

 

Figure:Temperature of  fluid 

 

Figure: heat flux 

CFD ANALYSIS OF ENGINE BLOCK BY 

APPLYING ALUMINIUM ALLOY 7075-T6 

USING ETHYLENE AS FLUID. 

By using same input conditions and changing coolant 

as Ethylene the results are as follows: 

 

Figure: Global goal results 
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Figure: Temp of solid 

 

Figure: Temperature of fluid 

 

Figure: Heat flux  

 

Figure: Global goal results 

 

Figure: Temp of solid 

 

Figure: Temperature of fluid 

 

 
Figure: Heat flux 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Table: Comparison of results for Aluminum 7075-

T6 alloy 

By comparing the above results the temperature of the 

Engine block is less for the fluid Tio2 Nano compared 

to other two fluids. Also the heat flux is more for the 

fluid used is Ti02 Nano. So the heat transfer rate can 

be improved by using Nano fluids compared to 

conventional fluids. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

 The engine block is the linchpin of vehicles 

that run on internal combustion, providing the 

powerhouse for the vehicle. It is called a 

"block" because it is usually a solid cast car 

part, housing the cylinders and their 

components inside a cooled and 

lubricated crankcase. This part is designed to 

be extremely strong and sturdy, because its 

failure results in failure of the car, which will 

not function until the engine block is replaced 

or repaired. 

 Cooling system plays important roles to 

control the temperature of car’s engine. One of 

the important elements in the car cooling 

system is cooling fluid. The usage of wrong 

cooling fluid can give negatives impact to the 

car’s engine and shorten engine life. An 

efficient cooling system can prevent engine 

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-internal-combustion.htm
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-crankcase.htm
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from overheating and assists the vehicle 

running at its optimal performance. 

 This thesis was conducted to study the 

effectiveness of various types cooling agent in 

the vehicle cooling system which will 

influence the operation time of the engine 

block mainly cylinder in the light vehicle 

cooling systems.  

  Three main types of fluids were used in this 

study, which are 1. water, 2.Ethylene , 3. 

Distilled water with Tio2 Nano fluid. CFD 

analysis is done on the cylinder by varying the 

materials Aluminum alloy 7075-T6. Modeling 

is done in SOLIDWORKS and analysis is 

done in SOLIDWORKS SIMULATION. 

 By comparing the above results the 

temperature of the Engine block is less for the 

fluid Tio2 Nano compared to other two fluids. 

Also the heat flux is more for the fluid used is 

Ti02 Nano. So the heat transfer rate can be 

improved by using Nano fluids compared to 

conventional fluids. 
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